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1 - Someone Stole Yuan's Cape!!!!!

Someone Stole Yuan's Cape!!!!!

I wake up early the next morning but apparently Michelle has woken up earlier. Something seems
different about her but I can't quite put my finger on it.

“'Mornin', buddy. Do you think I look cool in this?” she asks as she spins around once.

My eyes go wide. “Don't tell me that's… you didn't…” I stutter. She is just smiling. “You did.” I say
burying my face in my hands.

“What? Don't like it? I think it looks really cool. I've always wanted a cape.” she says happily smiling.

Then suddenly we hear a knock on the door downstairs. Lloyd answers the door. “Hey, Yuan, what's
up? Something seems different about you but I can't put my finger on it.”

“Where's… my… CAPE!?!” Yuan demands. “SOMEONE STOLE MY CAPE!!!!!”

Lloyd cowers in fear. “Uh… well I have no idea.” he says.

“Forget it. I'm coming in to search the entire house.” Yuan states shoving Lloyd aside and storming into
Dirk's house.

On his way to the stairs, Yuan runs into Kratos. “Hey, Yuan, what brings you here?” Kratos asks and
then gives him a puzzled expression. “Wait a minute… something looks different about you. Where's
your cape?”

Yuan sends Kratos a death glare that would have killed any mortal being in an instant. Then he suddenly
grabs Kratos by the shoulders and sobs into his chest, “Oh it's horrible! Just horrible! Someone *hic*
stole *sob* my *hic sob* CAPE!!!!!!!” He then takes on an evil demonic voice and while pointing at
Kratos yells, “AND I KNOW IT WAS ONE OF YOU!!!!! THE GUILTY PARTY SHALL PAY!!!!!”

Kratos thinks to himself, `So this is what happens when Yuan loses his cape… mood swings.' “Uh…
Michelle and Carly are upstairs, maybe they know where your cape is.” he says.

“YES!!! THEY SHALL PAY!!!” Yuan exclaims still in his demonic voice. Then he regains his normal
voice and stomps upstairs.

Meanwhile, I've overheard the entire conversation (Michelle wasn't paying attention) and I say, “Uh…
Michelle, I think you should run for your life.”



“Why? I didn't do anything.” she says innocently.

“When Yuan gets his hands on you, he's gonna KILL you! Just go and I'll cover for you.” I whisper.

“Alright, here I go! Woohoo!!! They'll never catch me!!!” she exclaims as she jumps out the window.

Yuan bursts into the room, slamming the door against the wall in the process, just as Michelle makes her
grand escape. “WHERE'S… MY… CAPE!!!?!!!” he roars sprouting his wings. (Yes, roars.)

I quickly lose my brave resolve in the presence of the enraged angel. I point to the window and yell,
“SHE WENT THAT WAY!!! I SWEAR I HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH IT!!! SHE WENT THAT WAY!!!
IT'S NOT MY FAULT!!! SHE WENT THAT WAY!!! IT'S ALL HER FAULT!!! SHE WENT THAT WAY!!!!!”

Yuan dashes to the window and looks down. Michelle is standing under the window and looking up at
Yuan. She smiles, waves, and promptly takes off running with a “Yahoo!!!”… and of course, she is still
wearing the cape.

“MY CAPE!!!!!!!!!!!! YOU SHALL DIE!!!!!!!!!!!!” Yuan shouts in his creepy demonic voice.

“You have to catch me first!” Michelle calls back over her shoulder with a wave.

“COME BACK HERE!!!!” Yuan shouts as he flies after her.

I begin praying for Michelle's life to be spared.

Kratos walks into the room and sighs. He casually sprouts his wings and says, “I'd better go make sure
Yuan doesn't kill anyone.” He flies out the window after Michelle and Yuan.

Meanwhile, Yuan is having the hardest time of his life catching up with Michelle. Even while flying, he
can't catch her.

Kratos gets within sight of Yuan and thinks, `Maybe I don't have to help her after all, Yuan is really out of
it without his cape.'

Six hours later…

Michelle is sitting on the couch in Dirk's living room, still wearing the cape of course. Yuan is on his
knees begging and pleading for her to return his precious cape.

“Please… return… my cape. If there's any kindness in your heart, please give it back. *sob*” he begs with
outstretched clasped hands.

“But I like it! It looks so cool on me!” Michelle whines as she hugs the cape around her shoulders.
“Don't you think it looks cool?” she asks turning to me, Kratos, and Lloyd.

Suddenly Yuan faints!



“Oh my gosh, you killed Yuan!” I exclaim in horror.

“Geez, even I feel sorry for him. Just give the poor guy his cape back.” Lloyd says.

“Indeed…” Kratos agrees.

“Oh fine.” Michelle concedes with a sigh. She takes off the cape and tosses it so that it lands on Yuan's
upturned face.

“MY CAPE!!!!!” Yuan exclaims as he instantly comes back from the dead. “MY LOVELY CAPEY!!!!! I
MISSED YOU!!!!!!” he exclaims as he huggles the cape tightly and tears of joy stream down his face. He
puts the cape back on and resumes his normal reserved demeanor. “Well I must be going. I must tend
to some urgent business at the Renegade Base.” he says and strides out of the house without another
word.

Once he's gone, Lloyd remarks, “Wow! That cape is like Yuan's security blanket.”

“He was more fun without his cape.” Michelle adds.

“Note to self: for more fun, steal it again and blame Lloyd.” I say.

“HEY!!!” Lloyd protests.

Kratos just sweatdrops.



2 - Kiran Stole Yuan's Cape!!!!!

Note To Readers: Hey! Well me and my best friend (Silvan Arrow on ff.net) didn't really plan on writing
another chapter to `Someone Stole Yuan's Cape!!!!!', but since on ff.net (where my best friend posted it)
there were so many requests to write more chapters, we've written another one. This is for Kiran
(Crazybestfriend from ff.net) who really wanted to steal Yuan's cape. So this chapter is hilarious too.
Also in this chapter is Squishey's Ghost (dun, dun, dun!) who belongs to AnnaAurion123 (from ff.net).
She said we could use him in this chapter. So if you're wondering about him go read AnnaAurion123's
fics. Well that's about all I have to say. Oh! If you want to steal Yuan's cape, just tell me in your comment
and me and my best friend will see what we can do. =^_^=

 

PS This is written from my point of view. And I retyped it (my best friend said I could) so it sounds more
like how I would write. So if it seems different from what's on ff.net that's why. =^_^=

Chapter 2: Kiran Stole Yuan's Cape!!!!!

“Alright! Which one of you did it?” Yuan asks angrily as he stalks back and forth in front of us.

“Um… I don't know what you're talking about.” Lloyd innocently replies.

“Don't play dumb with me!” Yuan exclaims stopping inches from Lloyd's face and pointing an accusing
finger at him. “One of you stole my cape and I WANT IT BACK!!!!!!!” he shouts ending in his demonic
voice.

We cringe under Yuan's death glare and demonic voice. Wait, maybe I should explain first. Yuan's cape
has gone missing… again. And he's rounded up the usual suspects, a.k.a. me, Lloyd, and Kiran. Right
now we're standing outside the Renegade Base undergoing a criminal interrogation. Carly and Kratos
are standing off to the side sweatdropping at the absurdity of the situation.

First Yuan moves to stand in front of me and says, “Michelle, you were the one who stole it last time, so
you are the most likely suspect. Now *demonic Yuan voice* WHERE'S MY CAPE!!!?!!!”

I sigh and reply, “If I had stolen it, I would be wearing it. Dude, I don't know where your security capey is
so stop accusing me!”

“She does have a point, Yuan. I haven't seen her with it, so I don't really think she stole it.” Carly
interjects.



Yuan moves over to in front of Lloyd. “Fine, I'll move on to my next suspect. Alright, Lloyd, I'm going to
ask you this nice and slow so even you can understand. WHERE'S MY CAPE!!!?!!!” he says ending in
his demonic voice once again.

Lloyd goes wide-eyed with fear and gulps. “IT WASN'T ME, I SWEAR!!!!! WHY DO I ALWAYS GET
BLAMED FOR THESE THINGS!!!!!?!!!!!” he exclaims. He glances at Kratos and cries, “Dad, help me
out here! Don't let him cast Indignation!”

Kratos sighs and states, “Yuan, I have been with Lloyd all day and I can personally guarantee that he
has not stolen your cape.”

Yuan then moves over in front of Kiran. “Then that leaves only one possible suspect. We can do this the
easy way or the hard way, Kiran. WHERE'S MY CAPE!!!!!?!!!!!” he says ending once more in his
demonic voice.

Kiran grins and looks him in the eye for several long moments. And then… pokes him. “Poke!” she says.

Yuan blinks.

Kiran pauses and then pokes him some more before bursting out laughing. “HAHAHAHAHA!!!!! It's fun
poking you! Poke. Poke. Poke.” she laughs.

Just then Yuan goes into one of his lost-cape-induced mood swings. He runs over to Kratos, grips him
by the shoulders, shakes him, and wails, “KRATOS, MAKE THEM GIVE ME BACK MY CAPEY!!!!!!!”
He then starts crying and sobbing on Kratos's shoulder.

Kratos is once again completely weirded out by this whole turn of events. He pats Yuan awkwardly on
the head and says, “Um… there, there. It's gonna be alright. We'll get your cape back.”

Yuan just cries louder.

Kiran takes this opportunity to finally fess up, “I admit it! I stole the cape! And I'd do it again too!” She
then laughs maniacally and holds up the stolen cape. “Behold! The stolen cape!
MWAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!”

Lloyd asks in disbelief, “How'd she get it?”

Kiran replies with a grin, “Oh my dear Lloyd, let me explain. It's actually quite simple.”

I feel a flashback coming on…

*Flashback* (Yup, I was right.)

Yuan is walking through the Renegade Base minding his own business. Sadly, that is about to change.
Somehow Kiran has managed to infiltrate the base (how she did it, we'll never know) and has one
objective in mind: steal Yuan's cape. She grabs a flower vase from a nearby pedestal and proceeds
down the hall looking for Yuan. She finds him in another small room going over some maps. She silently



sneaks up behind him, raises the flower vase above her head, and… SMASH!!!!! Kiran breaks the vase
over Yuan's head! He looks dazed for moment, staggers a few steps, and falls down face-first
unconscious. Kiran promptly snatches Yuan's cape and holds it triumphantly over her head.

“At last I have succeeded in the ultimate capenapping!!!!! MWAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!!!!!!!” she
laughs evilly and then proceeds to make her speedy getaway out of the Renegade Base.

Yuan wakes up ten minutes later to the sound of intruder alarms blaring throughout the base. “Ugh…
what happened?” he asks groggily as he staggers to his feet. “And why does my head hurt so much?”
he wonders. Hearing the alarms, he realizes with a start that his cape is gone! “No… this can't be…” he
mutters in disbelief. “SOMEONE STOLE MY CAPE!!!!!!!!” he exclaims.

And somewhere… off in the distance… one can hear the soft chirping of a cricket. Dun, dun, dun!!!!!!!

*End Flashback*

Upon hearing Kiran's confession. Yuan instantly lets go of Kratos and springs to within inches of her
face. “GIVE BACK MY CAPE!!!!!!!” he exclaims in his demonic voice.

“Oh this cape?” Kiran asks innocently as she holds it up just out of his reach. “But I wanted to see if it
was fire resistant.” she says as she pulls a lighter out of her pocket, lights it, and holds it up against the
cape. The cape instantly catches fire… much to Yuan's horror. “Oh! So it is flammable after all!” she
exclaims and lets go of the cape so as not to get burned.

Yuan grabs it before it hits the ground. “AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!” Yuan screams. He runs
over to Kratos holding the burning cape and begs, “Kratos, put it out! Put it out!”

“Sorry, Yuan, but I don't know any water spells.” Kratos replies trying to hide an amused smirk.

Yuan runs around in circles panicking and holding his flaming cape. “SOMEBODY PUT IT OUT!!!!!!!!
SOMEBODY SAVE MY CAPEY!!!!!!!!!!!! CAST TIDAL WAVE FOR PITY'S SAKE!!!!!!!!!!” he shouts.

“Uh… Genis is the only one we know who can use water spells, and he isn't here right now.” Carly points
out.

“NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” Yuan screams in agony as the cape turns to ashes.
He sinks to his knees and scoops up the ashes before falling to the ground weeping.

But then…

“Chirp. Chirp. Chirp.” DUN, DUN, DUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Yuan jerks his head up and looks frantically from side to side. “No… *chirp* … it can't be… *chirp* … not
again…” he gasps.

ENTER SQUISHEY'S GHOST!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! DUN, DUN, DUN!!!!!!!!!! WEARING THE GHOST OF
YUAN'S CAPE!!!!!!!!!!!!!! DUN, DUN, DUN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



Yuan's eyes widen in horror as he sees Squishey's Ghost (dun, dun, dun!) hovering before him wearing
his ghost cape.

“It's my pet cricket Squishey! I missed you!” Kiran squeals in delight.

Squishey chirps in reply.

Yuan stares at Squishey's Ghost (dun, dun, dun!).

Squishey's Ghost (dun, dun, dun!) stares back.

Yuan passes out.

“Um… pudding?” Kiran offers holding a bowl of pudding in front of Yuan's face. “Maybe I should have
told him that the cape I burned was just a replica.” she mutters.

“Where did you get a replica of Yuan's cape?” Lloyd asks.

“Um… eBay?” Kiran replies.

“Uh… Kiran, maybe you should give his cape back before he dies of grief.” I suggest.

Kiran sighs and says, “I guess you're right. Oh well, it was fun while it lasted.” She pulls out the real
cape and tosses it on Yuan's face.

Yuan immediately comes back to life and sits up holding his cape. “MY CAPEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
DADDY'S HERE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!” he exclaims huggling the cape as tears of joy flow from his eyes. He stands
up and puts his cape back on. “And now I must punish you for your crime.” he states calmly as he
begins to chant an incantation. “Sacred powers, cast your light upon this corrupted soul. Die, cape
thieves! JUDGEMENT!!!!!!!!!!”

We all scatter and run away screaming as beams of light shower from the sky… well all of us except for
Kratos.

Lloyd ducks behind Kratos and screams, “SAVE ME!!!!!!!! I DIDN'T DO ANYTHING!!!!!!!!!!!!!”

Kratos mutters, “Another happy ending.”
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